
“On your marks … EMIReady? … Go” 

Eventually EMIR should be promulgated and reporting to ESMA should be enforced. It means 

corporate treasurers will have to be able to report starting September 2013 (for the first types of 

financial OTC derivatives). Therefore the key question to raise now is the following: “Are your TMS 

or other IT system EMIR ready or not?” Are you able to extract all required information and fields for 

both intercompany and external transactions to report in real time (as you have 48 hours to report)? 

We are all a bit sceptical and scared as a majority of IT vendors do not communicate at all, as if they 

were unable to propose solutions or if they had no idea of corporates coming regulatory constraints. 

We should be cautious and anticipate what many IT vendors have not yet prepared or even thought 

about. More than the simple reporting issue which will hit all of us without any exceptions, we can 

fear that the management of collateral for those of us who will opt or be forced to adopt the 

recourse to CCP’s (Clearing Houses).  The Trade Register (i.e. TR’s) organisations (e.g. DTCC and 

Regis-TR, which should be soon ESMA-certified transaction registers) work hard to be ready to serve 

customers. They are even partnering with SWIFT, which could with its messages like MT300 define 

formats for ESMA reporting. But in order to provide TR with ad hoc data you need to define where 

you will stock them and how to extract them to package reporting to the organization which will 

itself report to ESMA. The TR will be a sort of central consolidation point for ESMA reporting. As 

reporting via banks seem impossible and will not be fully covered, treasurers need to extract the 

information from their TMS, providing all financial instruments data are entered into the system and 

accessible. If all instruments are in the TMS, it already a good starting point. If not, treasurers will 

need to use spread-sheet to sub-consolidate information, including specific instruments saved in 

other IT solutions or on spread-sheets. At inception, the first issue will consist in aggregating 

historical data related to outstanding deals negotiated as from 16th of August 2012. The first 

reporting will of course be more complicate to set up. Then, the information will be packaged on 

required format by the TR selected. It seems that the easiest way will be to use MT300 and similar 

confirmation messages from SWIFT for Swift customers and for external transactions. For 

intercompany transactions, corporate treasurers could use ad hoc reporting drafted by IT vendors 

and by themselves, if not pre-defined in latest releases. We can anticipate that numerous vendors 

despite commercial speeches won’t be ready on time. Be clever and anticipate type of fields to be 

aggregated into a specific report to mirror MT300 type of messages in terms of fields covered. There 

are more than 60 fields to be used. Fortunately, under EMIR, one central entity, we can reasonably 

assume the central treasury hub or Head-Quarter, will report for the whole group. Conversely, under 

Dodd-Frank, the reporting could become more complex as reporting has to be done by each entity 

and each subsidiary.  

As main expected consequences of EMIR, we can list the following ones: 

 For those who do not have TMS in place, it will be a booster to implement as soon as 

possible a decent IT solution, EMIR compliant 

 Option of recourse to banks as reporting entity would be impossible as some will not even 

offer this service. This option would also force to select bank partners able to report but it 

will multiply reports. Finally, it will not solve past transactions issue 



 Recourse to banks is also impossible given intragroup transactions to be reported too. Banks 

would not be able to report intercompany deals 

 Time is the essence in such projects and given low degree of preparation of some IT vendors, 

lots of corporates will have extremely limited time to be compliant. If treasurers wait for IT 

vendors to be ready, they face risk of not being ready on time. It is advisable to start 

immediately to draft  a solution or workaround 

 TR services are not free even if reasonable. It increase all-in cost of hedging and could refrain 

from applying one-to-one hedging strategy 

 Double reporting for MNC’s active in the USA. The selection of the TR can be an issue  

 

 

Treasurer’s motto and prime objective today should be to be EMIReady. If treasurers wait for banks, 

IT developers and vendors or any other third party to propose a reporting solution to be simply 

plugged-in, they will be disappointed and potentially not compliant before different dead-lines fixed 

by EMIR. On your marks, EMIR countdown will soon start. 
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